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Lauren Mabry // Contain or Deliver
2016

11 x 19 x 18 inches
Red earthenware, slip, glaze

MIAMI, FL—Mindy Solomon Gallery is pleased to present Lauren Mabry in the gallery’s Project Space. Her new sculpture body of work Contain or Divide  explores 
materiality and vibrant color and features an exciting deviation from Mabry’s traditional form.  The exhibition will be on view March 26th through May 7th, 2016 at Mindy 
Solomon Gallery’s location in Little River, 8397 NE 2nd Avenue, Miami.

An Opening Reception with the artist will take place Saturday, March 26th, from 7-9pm at the gallery. 

Lauren Mabry’s vibrant series Contain or Deliver is an experiment in dimensional painting and letting go of the control she has gained over the ceramic process. In this 
series she overloads the forms with glaze. During the firing it melts, cascades, and flows into hypnotic rivers of color that pool and spill over the edge.
 
In her own words:
“I am captivated by the potential of glaze as an abstract medium, because no matter how well I understand it, I never have complete control of how it will turn out, 
transformed by both time and temperature in the kiln– not by the direct action of my hand. Guided by informed intuition, I experiment with expressive abstract painting 
and the phenomenon of ceramic process. While each viewer will relate to my work in a different way, the formal language of color, movement, and contrast are meant 
to engage people in a contemplative, visually charged experience.”



Lauren Mabry // Cut Pipe Form
2016

11 x 22 x 19 inches
Red earthenware, slip, glaze

Lauren Mabry // Passage (detail)
2016

16 x 16 x 13 inches
Red earthenware, slip, glaze
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High-res images and interviews with the gallery director and artists are available

Lauren Mabry: Driven by materiality, color, and movement, I make dimensional paintings and abstract sculptures out of ceramic and glaze. I exploit the transformative 
characteristics of ceramic material, resulting in bold and sumptuous work. With a direct sensibility, I communicate through formal and aesthetic qualities. Ultimately, my 
work is a synthesis of expressive surfaces and elemental forms.

I work on simple ceramic forms that serve as a canvas for glaze, where linear edges and underlying shapes amplify the vibrant activity and complex depth of each 
piece. There are added intricacies that arise when painting in a three-dimensional format, like a drawing that wraps around a corner, or glaze that is pulled through a 
composition by gravity. Sometimes the surfaces look weathered and aged, but at the same time appearing colorfully lush and wet. Additionally, there is a sense of 
action and immediacy to the mark making, which is complemented by moments of serenity in rivulets of flowing glaze.

A critical investigation for me lies between technical mastery of ceramic material, and completely letting go of the control I have worked so many years to understand. 
As a process-based artist, I find meaningful content in the planned order and organic changes that arise. Sometimes my work is cut apart, broken, or fragmented. 
Often times this action is accidental from a crack or explosion during firing, but then resolved by an intentional choice to leave those areas exposed. Lately, I have 
combined parts of works from different periods of time, firing them together into new work, but leaving traces of their origins as individual pieces. I let the character of 
the material guide my decisions.

In my most recent series of work, I overload the forms with glaze. During the firing it melts, cascades, and flows into hypnotic rivers of color that pool and spill over the 
edge; glaze is the subject of my work. Furthermore, I am captivated by the potential of glaze as an abstract medium, because no matter how well I understand it, I nev-
er have complete control of how it will turn out, transformed by both time and temperature in the kiln– not by the direct action of my hand. Guided by informed intuition, 
I experiment with expressive abstract painting and the phenomenon of ceramic process. While each viewer will relate to my work in a different way, the formal language 
of color, movement, and contrast are meant to engage people in a contemplative, visually charged experience.  

ABOUT MINDY SOLOMON GALLERY

Established in 2009, Mindy Solomon Gallery specializes in contemporary emerging and mid-career artists and art advisory services. The gallery represents artists 
working in painting, sculpture, photography, and video in both narrative and non-objective styles, and was named one of the Top 500 Galleries Worldwide in Louise 
Blouin Media Modern Painters 2013 and 2014 annual guides. 

The gallery serves as an incubator for dynamic artists establishing their creative voices and exploring a broad range of exhibition possibilities.

Represented artists include: Scottish photographer Muir Vidler, LA photographer and writer Scot Sothern, Korean sculptural artist Kang Hyo Lee, Mexican mixed-media 
artists the de la Torre brothers, New York-based painter James Kennedy, and an array of national and international talent. Mindy Solomon Gallery participates in global 
art fairs including Art Miami, Zona Maco, VOLTA BASEL, VOLTA NY, PULSE, Moving Image, and Shanghai Contemporary. Always interested in the intersection of art 
and design, Mindy Solomon and her staff work closely with designers, advisors, consultants, and curators to inform and integrate fine works of art into every aesthetic 
environment.

Mindy Solomon Gallery is open from 11:00am-5:00pm Tuesday through Saturday, closed Sunday and Monday; call 786-953-6917 or email info@mindysolomon.com 
for more information.

UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS:
May 12-May 20, 2016
New World School of the Arts // BFA Pop-Up Show 

Visit our Website for the 2016 Schedule //


